2002 honda civic alternator

The battery in your Honda is constantly supplying power to the vital systems of the car, even
when the engine isn't running. When you turn the ignition key to the "Start" position, electrical
power is supplied to the starter, and the engine turns over. The alternator in your Honda
provides the electrical power to your vehicle after the engine starts. Testing the charging
system of the Honda presents some difficulties, but this project is still within the abilities of a
well-equipped weekend mechanic. The battery in the Honda is located on the passenger's side
rear of the engine compartment or on the driver's side front of the engine compartment. Locate
the battery and pull back the protective rubber terminal covers. Touch the red test lead of the
meter to the positive battery terminal and the black test lead of the meter to the negative battery
terminal. The voltage displayed on the meter should be above If the voltage is low, charge the
battery before further testing. Test for battery voltage at the alternator on the charging lug
located on the back of the alternator. The charging lug will have a large gauge wire, covered by
a rubber boot, bolted to it that supplies power to the rest of the vehicle when the engine is
running. Touch the red test lead to the charging lug and the black test lead to the engine block.
If no voltage is present at the charging lug, replace the charge fuse located in the under-hood
fuse block. If the fuse blows immediately, check the ignition switch for melted contacts. Start
the engine, and touch the red and black test leads to the battery. If the alternator is functioning
properly, the voltage displayed on the meter will be around If the voltage displayed is the same
or less than battery voltage, replace the alternator. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer from Fort
Worth, Texas. Specializing in website content and design for the automobile enthusiast, he also
has many years of experience in the auto repair industry. He began his writing career
developing and teaching automotive technical training programs. Step 2 Test for battery voltage
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Catalog: A. I have a Honda Civic EX and the battery light has shown up on the dashboard. It will
go off when the car is revved up to - RPMs. Could this be a loose or worn alternator belt? The
battery still holds a charge when put on a charger, and the electrical system is restored when
kept at high RPM. What you describe is not an uncommon failure mode for an alternator. Why
am I getting the feeling hubby is trying to tell you the alternator is bad? Or that the battery is
due for replacement it is? A worn or lose belt might be your problem, but that is pretty easy to
detect, simply try to turn the alternator pulley with the car shut off. If you can, tighten the belt
and check it again. Another likely source is the alternator itself. Take it to autozone or another
place that will test it on the car for free. They can load up the alternator, and check for current
output, as well as test the voltage. HE said the belt appears to be as tight as the serpentine belt
we replaced last year. So it seems that a trip to the auto parts store for a free diagnostic is in
our future tomorrow! Is this something that can be repaired at home or shall we leave it to the
professionals with smaller hands? This is a fairly common trouble with alternators. I think the
trouble you are having is due to the brushes not making contact inside the alternator. If your
husband can get the belt loose and remove the alternator then replacing it should be no

problem. Not too much is required for tools to do this job. If he works on it be sure to remove
the negative battery cable from the battery first. The main wire to the alternator is hot to the
battery. That will prevent any possible shorting problems. It would be a good idea to have the
battery checked out. If it has never been changed it is time to do that also. Replacing the battery
along with the alternator is a good preventative maintenance procedure. But if the battery
handles a good load test then there is no reason to replace it. Me Againâ€¦ I am having
problems again with my dumb yet I love it honda civic. I have replaced the alternator in may ,
and again in may , and now I think I am going to have to replace it yet again. The engine makes
a clanging sound when it hits around RPMs. Why is this such a chronic problem?? The 02
sensor would have nothing to do with this problem. As to repeated alternator failures this is
going to boil down to: A. Misdiagnosis and the alternators have not really failed. If the
alternators are really failing then this would be caused more than likely by a lousy battery or
poor connection in the alt to battery circuit. Before doing anything you need to consider this
clanging noise. Something like this that occurs when coming off of idle can often point to a
major engine problem, as in rod bearing knock, etc. Oil level ok, no oil light flashing, etc? You
are positive this red light you see if the one for the alternator circuit and not a low oil pressure
lamp, right? The battery is one year old may We replaced it at the same time as the alternator.
But we never changed any of the elect. It is saying there is something wrong and it needs to be
serviced. There will be error codes stored in the ECU that will indicate the area of the trouble.
There could be something wrong with the voltage sense lead for the alternator. A low voltage on
it could make the alternator think the battery charge is low and make the alternator put out full
output all the time. One trick you can do is touch the alternator after it has been running for a
while and the engine has been turned off. If the outside of the alternator is real hot then it may
be working too hard due to a problem on the sense lead. Any parts store will for free test the
alternator for you as well as the battery. So, when you lose this disagreement what do you owe
hubby? Ah, I see a romantic evening out on the agendaâ€¦well worth the cost of an alternator.
OK we got to get the spelling right, here. Went through Columbia yesterday. Courtesy of your
border-straddling Jayhawk! My husband thinks this is an 02 sensor problemâ€¦ and so it begins
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now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I struggled to get this thing in, but not because of
actual unit itself. After installed, my belt started to squeak really badly, and no amount of
conditioner, or tension adjusting would fix it. I eventually had to take it to firestone to get the
squeal to go away, and it still persists a little bit to this day. Many people who have bought
these are unsatisfied. One person found this helpful. Well, first thing I noticed during
installation was the fitting was off. Metal needed to be shaved for it to fit inside the vehicle. This
was not a direct bolt on, if I didn't have the proper tools to modify the alternator I would have
never gotten it into the vehicle. After installation, I noticed a sound coming from the unit, when

the vehicle was running. I thought it was the belt so I replaced that but unfortunately it's the
alternator itself making the sound. A bearing is making a whining sound at specific RPMs. The
alternator works but I have reservations of the lifespan of the equipment. I have a Civic LX and it
fit like crap. Could not get it to fit in the mounting bracket so I broke out my vernier caliper and
found the mounting boss big hole in the picture on the bottom to be. I did not have time to deal
with returns so I did have to use a grinder to clearance it to fit. If I had to do it over, I would have
spent a few more bucks for something that drops right in like it should. Works great for now. So
I just installed this product my old alternator had gone bad it was the original that came with the
car after installing this one I've noticed there was a sound coming from the engine like a
whizzing not sure what it could be I'm guessing it's the new alternator if there's an issue I'll
update this other than the sound it doesn't seem like there's a problem. Works but below oem
specs. Not worth the price is the manufacturing can't warranty basic electronic defects, save
your money, buy a better quality alternator or go oem. Images in this review. It is as described. I
installed this and it lined up and fit correctly. It's s still working great 2 months later. See all
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
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